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Committee. Its mission is to perpetuate and enhance Tlingit, Haida, and 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

The year 2020, with the COVID-19 
pandemic and ensuing economic 
downturn, forced us at Sealaska 
Heritage Institute to reimagine 
everything that we do. We had to 
transform our world and learn new 
ways of delivering programming in a 
meaningful way. 
     All of our programming went virtual, 
including Celebration — our biennial 
dance-and-culture festival — as well as 
our summer academies, art classes, and 
other events.
     We struggled at first, but eventually 
we adapted, and ultimately our virtual 
programs were so well received, that 
now, we can’t imagine going entirely 
back to the way things were before. 
     We offered Northwest Coast art 
classes over Zoom, which allowed us 
to reach students in areas we had not 
been able to reach before, connecting 
people to their culture despite our 
geographical differences. 
     We transformed our annual culturally-
responsive education conference to 
a virtual experience, and an evaluator 
found that despite the inherent 

challenges in shifting to an online 
format, participants expressed high 
satisfaction with the conference. In fact, 
because of the virtual format, the 2020 
event more than doubled our reach 
from the last conference.
     We offered an exhibit, War and Peace, 
on a 3-D platform, for the first time 
opening a display to the world.
     Finally, after our dear friend, 
educator, traditional scholar, and clan 
leader David Kingeistí Katzeek passed 
away unexpectedly, we learned to 
memorialize in a virtual way. An online 
ceremony held for Kingeistí marked 
the first time a traditional memorial 
was held virtually in order to keep clan 
leaders, family members, and well-
wishers safe.
     This is all to say, we faced the 
challenges, we persevered, and it made 
us stronger. We could not have done 
it without the widespread support we 
have received, and we are grateful to 
you for that. We look forward to 2021 
and to our next journey with you, 
whatever that journey might bring.

Rosita Kaaháni Worl, Ph.D.
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OPPOSITE SELFIES SENT TO SHI DURING VIRTUAL CELEBRATION 2020.,
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CELEBRATION

In June 2020, SHI kicked of its first-
ever virtual Celebration after the 
pandemic caused the institute to 
postpone the in-person event, held 
every even year since 1982.
     In normal years, Celebration is 
one of the largest cultural events 
in Alaska, attracting nearly 2,000 
dancers and an additional 4,000 
attendees to the four-day event. 
      Virtual Celebration included dance 
performances from 2018 and new 
content, including video and photo 
submissions from hundreds of people 
in the United States and Canada.
     The goal was to offer a way for 
people to come together online 
despite the pandemic, said SHI 
President Rosita Worl.
     “During this time of uncertainty, we 
need to come together and celebrate 
our cultural survival. We as a people 
have been sorely tested in the past and 
survived many hardships,” Worl said.
      “We will endure, but our people 
need something positive to 
anticipate right now.”

     New content included videos 
showcasing SHI’s 2020 Juried Art Show 
and Competition, Indigenous Fashion 
Show, and Toddler Regalia Review. 
The live stream also included videos 
of people telling stories — which 
was a new event — new moderator 
segments, and 2020 greetings from 
dance groups. 
      SHI also created a website, which 
featured an exhibit showcasing 
winners and finalists in its Juried Art 
Show and Competition plus galleries 
of photos from the Toddler Regalia 
Review and Indigenous Fashion Show. 
The site also highlighted 2020 Native 
Artist Market participants. 
      Participants also sent hundreds of 
selfies (left), which were incorporated 
into the program.
      The four-day broadcast was aired 
live on SHI’s YouTube and on statewide 
television. More than 3,800 people 
tuned in to the YouTube broadcast.



ABOVE CH’ÁAK’ AANYÁDI (THE HIGH CASTE EAGLE) BY JERROD GALANIN, BEST OF SHOW.  
RIGHT CONNECTIONS BY CLIFTON GUTHRIE, BEST OF FORMLINE.

Eighteen artists took top prizes and 
honorable mentions at SHI’s 10th 
biennial Juried Art Show.
     Tlingit artist Jerrod Galanin won Best 
of Show for Ch’áak’ Aanyádi (The High 
Caste Eagle), a copper grease bowl with 
an Eagle design.  
     Jurors Deborah Aanutein Head and 
art historian Steve Henrikson said the 
formline was expertly designed and 
beautifully engraved.
     “The coloring/patina of the metal 
is innovative and is an appealing 
attribute.  Angles are nice and flowing. 
The treated copper has a stunning 
effect,” they wrote.

     Clifton Guthrie won Best of Formline 
for his drum Connections, which the 
jurors observed had “some unusual 
aspects to some formline elements 
(u-forms and the Frog face inside the 
Raven head), which made the whole 
more complex and challenging.”
     Elaine Jack won the President’s 
Award, a category new to the 
competition in 2020, for her Beaded 
Chilkat Wall Hanging. SHI President 
Rosita Worl called Jack’s work “a 
unique and extraordinary piece 
of artwork that represents and 
embodies the highest standards of the 
Northwest Coast art tradition.”

“ Virtual Celebration 
touched my heart 
and lifted me up.”

— Vicki Soboleff
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Juried Art Show & Competition



OPPOSITE BEADED CHILKAT WALL HANGING BY ELAINE JACK , PRESIDENT’S AWARD, DIVISION 
WINNER. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT DIVISION WINNERS: SMALL SPRUCE ROOT BASKET 
BY MARLENE LIDDLE, COPPER BENT BOX BY LEE BURKHART, IMITATION ABALONE BY MARLENE LIDDLE, 
AND CAPE FOX LODGE PANEL BY KENNETH WHITE.

“Nice to see 
in these uncertain times

that our culture is a constant.”
— Gail Young Dabaluz
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OPPOSITE DESIGN BY AY LELUM – THE GOOD 
HOUSE OF DESIGN INC. THIS PAGE FROM 
LEFT FASHIONS BY MEKA CLOTHING AND 
HELEN ORO DESIGNS.

Celebration 2020 included an 
Indigenous Fashion Show, first held in 
2016. The event aims to showcase and 
encourage the integration of Alaska 
Native art into high-fashion pieces.
     “We are seeing an evolution in high-
fashion Native clothing that draws from 
our regalia,” said SHI President Rosita 
Worl, who credited the longtime Haida 
designer Dorothy Grant as one of the 

first to incorporate Northwest Coast 
designs into fashion. 
     “It is not regalia—it’s clothing. 
However, like regalia, it identifies us. It 
tells the world who we are, and we want 
to encourage these designers.”
     The show featured original looks by 
six Indigenous designers, who submitted 
video and photos for the show.
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Indigenous Fashion Show



Parents submitted footage and photos 
of their children, allowing SHI to 
produce a video of its 2020 Toddler 
Regalia Review, Celebration’s most 
adorable event. 
     The review, first held in 2006, 
showcases traditional and 
contemporary Southeast Alaska 

Native regalia modeled by Sealaska 
shareholders and shareholder 
descendants ages 2 to 4 years. 
     “We introduced the event to 
highlight our children and show that 
even at a young age they’re already 
being introduced and immersed in our 
culture,” said SHI President Rosita Worl.

BELOW AND RIGHT GRACELYNN 
KARSUNKY AND TRENT ELTON.  

OPPOSITE JULIET ROSE HOTCH.

Toddler Regalia Review
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OPPOSITE SPRUCE-ROOT HAT ADDED TO SHI’S COLLECTIONS IN 2020.
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ART

Sealaska Heritage sponsors programs 
to teach ancient art forms, to expand 
markets for Northwest Coast artists, 
and to educate others about Native 
art. SHI’s goals are to make Juneau 
the Northwest Coast art capital of the 
world and to establish Northwest Coast 
arts as a national treasure. 
     In 2020, SHI broke ground on its 
Sealaska Heritage Arts Campus, which 
is scheduled to open in 2021. 
     The institute also continued its 
apprenticeship program on the 
endangered art practice of spruce-root 
weaving with mentor Delores Churchill.
Through the program, Churchill and 
apprentice Debbie Aanutein Head 
discovered what is thought to be an 
old weaving technique that was 
lost to time. 
    SHI also produced a video series that 
teaches how to prepare materials to 
make Chilkat and Ravenstail robes in 
an effort to support artists and spark 
a cottage industry, especially in rural 
areas. The series, which features the 
noted weaver Lily Hope and is available 

on SHI’s YouTube, gives step-by-step 
tutorials on how to boil bark, prepare 
wool, thigh-spin warp, and dye weft 
with copper, hemlock bark, and moss. 
     The institute, in partnership with the 
University of Alaska Southeast, reached 
another milestone in 2020 with the 
debut of a new Associate of Arts degree 
with an emphasis on Northwest Coast 
arts.  The undergraduate program 
includes a wide spectrum of classes—
from tool making to design, basketry 
and weaving among others—and is 
part of SHI’s vision to make Juneau the 
Northwest Coast art capital of the world 
and to designate Northwest Coast art a 
national treasure.
     SHI also provided Northwest Coast 
art workshops, held a virtual Latseen 
Northwest Coast Art and Leadership 
Academy for high school students, 
and offered a virtual Voices on the 
Land program, which improves literacy 
skills and increases the use of Tlingit, 
Haida, and Tsimshian language through 
performing arts and digital storytelling 
for 4-8th graders.



ABOVE AND OPPOSITE SEALASKA HERITAGE ARTS CAMPUS UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN 2020.
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SHI in 2020 launched the construction 
phase of its Sealaska Heritage Arts 
Campus, putting it one step closer to 
making Juneau the Northwest Coast 
arts capital of the world. 
     A small traditional ceremony had 
been planned but was cancelled due 
to the rise in local COVID-19 infections 
and concern for the safety of the 
Elders and clan leaders who would 
conduct the ceremony.  However, a 
grand celebration is planned when 
the construction of the arts campus is 
completed in 2021.
     The day marked a proud moment for 

SHI, as it was an exciting milestone to 
pass, said SHI President Rosita Worl.
     “We moved forward with 
construction and in that instant, the 
Sealaska Heritage Arts Campus became 
very real,” Worl said. 
     Juneau Mayor Beth Weldon echoed 
Worl’s excitement, saying the project 
will provide a creative venue for Alaska 
Native and Northwest Coast art and be 
a boon to the economy.
     “It will bring needed vitality to 
downtown and generate economic and 
educational benefits to both Juneau 
and the region,” she said.
     

Sealaska Heritage Arts Campus
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“We can’t wait to share the arts campus “We can’t wait to share the arts campus 
with the community and the world.” with the community and the world.” 

—SHI President  Rosita Worl—SHI President  Rosita Worl



In 2020, the institute continued 
its apprenticeship program on the 
endangered art practice of spruce-
root weaving with mentor Delores 
Churchill and four students from 
Craig, Ketchikan, Yakutat, and Juneau. 
Apprentices studied old shadakóox’ 
hats (hats with cylindrical woven rings 
on top) to make similar pieces.
     SHI also started teaching-artist 
mentor-apprenticeships in Hoonah, 
Sitka, Ketchikan, and Klawock.
     Through the program, Churchill and 
apprentice Debbie Aanutein Head 
discovered what is thought to be an 
old weaving technique that was lost 
to time. They made the find while 
studying an old spruce-root piece 
known as the “Wilbur hat” housed at 
the Alaska State Museum.

     “It was like finding a giant gold 
nugget that’s been buried for 
thousands of years. I got to watch 
Delores dig the trench and pull it out 
of the ground. It’s been one of the 
highlights of my year, period!” said 
Head, who made a hat inspired by the 
museum piece in 2020 that is now in 
SHI’s collection.
      “The amount of time and 
scholarship that went into the creation 
of Debbie’s hat is extraordinary, and the 
fact they rediscovered this technique 
makes it all the more remarkable,” said 
SHI President Rosita Worl. “We believe 
our ancestors guided them to bring 
this knowledge back to us, and we 
are thrilled to have a modern and yet 
ancient version of a Tlingit shadakóox’ 
hat in our collection.”
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OPPOSITE  DELORES CHURCHILL SHOWING THE NEWLY-DECIPHERED ENDING BORDER.   
ABOVE  ENDING BORDER ON THE WILBUR HAT.

Spruce-Root Mentor-Apprenticeships



“It was like finding a giant gold nugget 
that’s been buried for thousands of years.” 

— Apprentice Debbie Aanutein Head
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THIS PAGE THE WILBUR HAT, AN OLD 
PIECE HOUSED BY THE ALASKA STATE 
MUSEUM. OPPOSITE HAT MADE BY 
DEBBIE AANUTEIN HEAD THAT WAS 

INSPIRED BY THE WILBUR HAT. HEAD’S 
HAT IS NOW IN SHI’S COLLECTION 

FOR WEAVERS TO STUDY.
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SEALASKA HERITAGE  PROVIDED WORKSHOPS 
IN SKIN-SEWING, FORMLINE DESIGN, HALIBUT 
HOOK CARVING, AND GILLNET MAKING IN 
2020. AFTER COVID-19 AROSE, CLASSES WENT 
ONLINE. OPPOSITE HALIBUT HOOK CARVING 
CLASS IN SEATTLE LED BY INSTRUCTOR 
DONALD GREGORY. TOP SKIN SEWING CLASS 
LED BY ARTIST ROBERT MILLER. ABOVE 
STUDENT LEARNING TO SEW A HIDE USING 
A COMMERCIAL MACHINE.  LEFT AFTER THE 
PANDEMIC HIT, SHI SWITCHED GEARS AND 
CHANGED A BOX DRUM WORKSHOP TO A 
HOW-TO VIDEO WITH TSIMSHIAN ARTIST 
DAVID A. BOXLEY. THE SERIES WILL BE PUT ON 
SHI’S YOUTUBE.
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CLASSROOM

SHI works with universities, school 
districts, and other educational 
institutions throughout the region 
and country to teach people about 
Southeast Alaska Native cultures, 
as evaluations have shown that 
integrating culture into schools has 
improved academic achievement of 
Native students. SHI also promotes 
early literacy in Alaska Native children, 
publishes children’s books, offers 
summer camps, and operates a Native 
language program.
     In 2020, SHI offered its award-
winning early literacy program, 
Baby Raven Reads, to communities 
across the region, including Angoon, 
Craig, Hoonah, Hydaburg, Juneau, 
Petersburg, Saxman, Sitka, Wrangell, 
and Yakutat, and received funding to 
expand it to Kake, Klukwan, Haines, 
Metlakatla, and Ketchikan. The 
program is offered in partnership 
with the Central Council of Tlingit and 
Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska Head 
Start. Through the program, SHI also 
published four new children’s books.
     SHI also sent 1,300 learning kits 
to middle school students in six 
communities enrolled in its Opening 

the Box: STEAM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts and Math) 
education program. 
     The institute continued to sponsor 
the Tlingit Culture, Language, and 
Literacy Program at Harborview 
Elementary, and it offered its program 
Voices on the Land, which improves 
literacy skills and increases the use of 
Native languages through performing 
arts and digital storytelling.
     After the pandemic derailed SHI’s 
planned in-person cultural education 
conference, staff regrouped and 
offered the entire event online, 
which allowed the institute to reach 
more educators. SHI also offered its 
annual cultural orientation training to 
educators throughout the year but in a 
virtual format.
     SHI and the University of Alaska 
Southeast (UAS) signed a new 
memorandum of agreement to further 
the education of Native language 
scholars in an effort to perpetuate 
Tlingit (Lingít), Haida (Xaad Kíl), and 
Tsimshian (Sm’algyax). The institute 
also recruited 18 Tlingit, Haida, and 
Tsimshian scholars to revitalize the 
languages through a program at UAS.

CHILD  AT CELEBRATION, SHI’S BIENNIAL DANCE-AND-CULTURE FESTIVAL.
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In 2020, SHI published four new books 
through its award-winning Baby Raven 
Reads program, including an original 
Raven story written by children and 
three books that teach the Lingít and 
Sm’algyax languages.
     The release includes Raven and 
the Hidden Halibut, an origin story 
based on traditional oral narratives. 
In the book, Halibut invites Raven to 
a game of hide and seek, and Raven 
is surprised how well Halibut, a bright 
white fish, can hide. 
     The book was illustrated by Tlingit 
artist Nick Alan Foote. The text was 
written by the 2014-2015 fourth and 
fifth grade Tlingit Culture, Language, 
and Literacy (TCLL) students at 
Harborview Elementary in Juneau, 
who performed it as a play through 

SHI’s Voices on the Land program.
     The new books also include original 
translations of three previous Baby Raven 
Reads titles, marking the first time SHI 
has published Indigenous-language-only 
texts through the program. The institute 
also mailed books to enrolled families 
and to schools throughout the region.
     In 2020, the program was one of 
five recipients in the state chosen for 
the 2020 Contributions to Literacy 
in Alaska award given by the Alaska 
Center for the Book.
     The center, which is affiliated with 
the Library of Congress’ Center for the 
Book, announced that Baby Raven 
Reads was one of two recipients of its 
Sue Sherif Literacy Award for excellence 
in early childhood literacy.

Baby Raven Reads

“My grandkids are learning to love books. 
Thank you for this program.” 

— Patty Cottle

ABOVE CHILDREN WITH SHI’S BABY RAVEN READS BOOKS. OPPOSITE BABY RAVEN READS BOOKS 
PUBLISHED IN 2020.
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BABY RAVEN READS. 
OPPOSITE AND BELOW 
CHILDREN USING ONE OF 
MANY LITERACY KITS MAILED 
BY SHI TO ENROLLED FAMILIES 
IN 2020. LEFT LITERACY EVENT 
IN WRANGELL. BOTTOM 
LITERACY EVENT IN HOONAH.
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In 2020, SHI mailed 1,300 learning 
kits to middle school students in six 
communities through its Opening 
the Box: STEAM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts, and Math) program.  
     The boxes, known as “Maker Kits,” 
were delivered to middle schools in 
Angoon, Sitka, Hoonah, Wrangell, 
Klawock, and Juneau. They are 
meant to help children learn basic 
fundamentals of science, technology, 
engineering, arts, and math in a hands-
on, engaging way that incorporates 
Indigenous stories, Northwest Coast 
art, cultures, and languages.
     Prior to COVID-19, SHI had planned 
to sponsor community events, but to 
ensure everyone’s safety, staff shifted 
gears and instead created the kits.

     These were the first of the kits 
to go out under the program, and 
participants will continue to receive 
them during the pandemic. 
     The goals of the program, which 
is serving more than one thousand 
children, is to build confidence in 
students’ skills, teach about Native 
cultures, and positively affect their 
academic motivation.
      The beauty of the kits is that 
students receive all of the tools they 
need to learn and they are not reliant 
on the Internet to complete the 
projects, though they include QR codes 
that link to video tutorials, stories, and 
other materials for students who want 
to delve deeper.

Opening the Box: STEAM

ABOVE STUDENT OPENING A MAKER KIT. OPPOSITE STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN STEAM ACTIVITIES 
AT HOME DURING THE PANDEMIC IN 2020.



“The time and effort that you 
put into making this project successful 

in such a creative and authentic way 
is spectacular.” 

— Teacher Luke Fortier, Dzantik’i Heeni Middle School
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ABOVE SHI STAFF PACKING STEAM KITS TO MAIL TO STUDENTS THROUGHOUT SOUTHEAST ALASKA.

TOP STUDENT PARTICIPATING IN SHI STEAM 
ACTIVITY. ABOVE SHI STAFF SHIPPING A PALLET 
OF STEAM KITS TO STUDENTS IN THE REGION. 
LEFT CONTENTS OF A STEAM KIT SENT TO 
STUDENTS IN 2020.
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In 2020, ten students in Juneau’s Tlingit 
Culture, Language, and Literacy (TCLL) 
program graduated from Harborview 
Elementary.
      Because of the pandemic, TCLL 
teachers and SHI staff visited each 
student outside of their home to present 
them with a certificate and a tináa 
(copper shield) handmade by Tlingit 
artist Donald Gregory. Clan songs were 
sung in Tlingit to each of the children 
depending on their clan.
       TCLL is a groundbreaking, place-
based, culture-based “school within a 
school” where the Tlingit language and 

culture are integral to daily instruction, 
celebrated, and respected.
       The TCLL program, launched by SHI 
in 2000, proved so successful that the 
Juneau School District assumed funding 
for the program, which continues to 
receive support from the institute. 
       A study in 2013 found that the 
incorporation of traditional tribal 
values of the Tlingit, Haida, and 
Tsimshian directly contributes to Alaska 
Native student success and fosters an 
environment to grow leadership skills, 
self-confidence, and creativity.

Tlingit Culture, Language, and Literacy Program

OPPOSITE TCLL GRADUATION DAY, 2020.  ABOVE PREVIOUS GRADUATION CEREMONY.
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It is critical that Native cultures be 
incorporated into public schools 
and that teachers have a general 
understanding of the cultures. 
       Studies have shown that Native 
students do better academically when 
they are exposed to their culture in class.
        To that end, SHI sponsors 
cultural orientations for teachers and 
administrators in public schools and 
at the University of Alaska through a 
memorandum of agreement. 
       Participants learn Native history, 
the Native world view, and even about 
Northwest Coast art. 
       Through the program, SHI sponsors 
Thru the Cultural Lens, which provides 
cultural training to teachers and 

administrators and culminates in an 
annual event, SHI’s Culturally Responsive 
Education Conference.
       In 2020, SHI  transformed the 
conference to a virtual experience, and 
an evaluator found that despite the 
inherent challenges in shifting to an 
online format, participants expressed 
high satisfaction with the conference, 
with 98% rating their experience 
excellent or good. In fact, because of 
the virtual format, the 2020 event more 
than doubled its reach from the last 
conference, the evaluator found.
       “I left the conference empowered 
with knowledge, applicable tools, and a 
strong network of knowledge warriors,” 
wrote one educator.

Cultural Training for Educators

“That was the best 
conference I’ve ever attended. 

It filled my heart, energized me.”
— Librarian Jennifer Walker, Mendenhall River Community School 

OPPOSITE CULTURAL TRAINING PRE-PANDEMIC. ABOVE VIRTUAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE, 2020.
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One hundred and forty-five athletes 
from Alaska, Arizona, and Canada 
competed in the third annual Traditional 
Games in Juneau in March 2020.
      Athletes from 14 communities 
attended this statewide event. These 
communities included Northern Arizona 
University, Utqiagvik, Nome, Fairbanks, 
Bethel, Lower Kuskokwim, Anchorage, 
Whitehorse, Metlakatla, Hydaburg, 
Ketchikan, Craig, Hoonah, and Juneau.
       “Eskimo Ninja” Nick Hanson of 
Unalakleet was the featured speaker and 
a coach. Hanson, who is Inupiaq, got his 
nickname while competing on the NBC 
TV show American Ninja Warrior, but he 
is also an inspirational speaker for kids 
throughout Alaska.

      The events at the Traditional Games 
included Scissor Broad Jump, Kneel 
Jump, Wrist Carry, One-Foot High Kick, 
Dené Stick Pull, Inuit Stick Pull, Two-Foot 
High Kick, One-Hand Reach, Alaskan 
High Kick, Seal Hop, and Knuckle Hop.
      All of these games are based on 
Indigenous hunting and survival skills in 
the circumpolar north. The spirit of these 
games is that athletes support each 
other, no matter what team, and instead 
of striving to beat other competitors, the 
goal is to achieve one’s own personal 
best and help others to do the same. 
      Traditional games athlete and coach 
Kyle Worl was one of two Alaskans 
chosen for the state’s “Southeast 
Champions for Kids” award in 2020.

Native Youth Olympics

ABOVE ONE-HAND REACH EVENT. OPPOSITE ONE-FOOT HIGH KICK. 
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“NYO gives us a purpose 
and a positive outlet 
to the stresses of life.”

— NYO Athlete

ABOVE INUIT STICK PULL EVENT. OPPOSITE 2020 TRADITIONAL GAMES TEAMS. 
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SHI sponsors language programs to 
revitalize Lingít (Tlingit), Xaad Kíl (Haida), 
and Sm’algyax (Tsimshian). 
      In 2020, SHI and the University of 
Alaska Southeast (UAS) signed a new 
memorandum of agreement to further 
the education of Native language 
scholars in an effort to revitalize and 
perpetuate the Indigenous languages 
of Southeast Alaska.
      Through the agreement, SHI and 
UAS will offer an immersive language 
program for scholars across the region 
who plan to teach their language. 
Students will receive a full scholarship 
to UAS that includes tuition, room, 
board, and other expenses plus            

part-time employment that provides 
additional language opportunities. 
      SHI also recruited eighteen Tlingit, 
Haida, and Tsimshian scholars for the 
initiative, called Haa Yoo X’atángi Deiyí: 
Our Language Pathways.
      Selected students include Tlingit 
scholars Aidan Bowers, Anna Clock, 
Austin Tagaban, Frank Katasse, Herb 
Sheakley, Jalynn Gregory, Liana Wallace, 
Rochelle Smallwood, Rose Willard, and 
Shiann Kookesh; Haida scholars Andrea 
Peele, Brianna Frisbee, Joseph Hillaire, 
Lauryn Framke, Robert Yates, and Sarah 
Peele; and Tsimshian scholars David 
Lang and Victoria McKoy. 

Native Language Revitalization

“I have grown immensely 
as a language student.” 
— Tsimshian Language Scholar Victoria McKoy

OPPOSITE SIGNING OF THE MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT (MOA). BACK ROW: UAS PROVOST DR. 
KAREN CAREY, SHI STAFF  SUSIE EDWARDSON, NICOLE GEORGE, LEAH URBANSKI AND JILL MESERVE. 
FRONT ROW: THOMAS THORNTON, DEAN OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, VICE PROVOST FOR RESEARCH 
AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS AT UAS; UAS CHANCELLOR RICHARD CAULFIELD; SHI PRESIDENT 
ROSITA WORL; AND RONALDA CADIENTE-BROWN, ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ALASKA  
NATIVE PROGRAMS AND DIRECTOR OF PITAAS AT UAS. ABOVE SOME OF THE LANGUAGE SCHOLARS.
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OPPOSITE BENTWOOD BOX ACQUIRED BY SHI IN 2020.

RESEARCH & EXHIBITS

Sealaska Heritage curates exhibits 
and develops and oversees scholarly 
research projects that support SHI’s 
mission. These projects contribute 
to the increase of knowledge about 
Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian cultures 
and history and to the development of 
school curriculum materials and lesson 
plans. SHI also maintains an archives 
and a large ethnographic collection in 
a state-of-the-art facility. Other activity 
areas include language transcriptions 
and translations, publications, a visiting 
scholars program, and a lecture series.
      In 2020, SHI unveiled its first-ever 
virtual 3-D exhibit in an effort to 
open the space to people worldwide 
during the pandemic. The site offers 
visitors a free tour of SHI’s exhibit, 
War and Peace, which closed in 
April due to the pandemic and was 
reinvented as a virtual platform for 
the first Friday of December. 
      SHI also in 2020 received thirty-
five accessions, including old photo 
collections and objects, most of 
which were donated to the institute. 

      SHI in 2020 won a federal grant to 
process and make available a large 
archives left by the late scholars Richard 
Xwaayeenák and Nora Keixwnéi 
Dauenhauer, who played a critical role 
in documenting Tlingit oral traditions 
and producing the Tlingit language 
materials students use today.  
      The institute also put its digital 
photographs of more than 900 
ethnographic objects and detailed 
listings of 150 of its archival collections 
online in a new, state-of-the-art 
platform. The new system, Proficio, is 
a catalog database with sophisticated 
searching capabilities used by many 
institutions, including the National Park 
Service. The platform allows users to 
search holdings by name, culture, artist, 
and topic, among other things, all in 
one space and view associated digital 
resources, such as video, photographs, 
and online exhibits.
      Finally, SHI sponsored more than 
twenty lectures in 2020, most of which 
were livestreamed. The entire series is 
available on SHI’s YouTube.
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SHI in 2020 unveiled its first-ever 3-D 
exhibit in an effort to open the space to 
people worldwide during the pandemic.
      The site offers visitors a free tour 
of SHI’s exhibit War and Peace, which 
closed in April due to the pandemic. The 
platform allowed SHI to open the exhibit 
to everyone in a captivating way.
      SHI tapped state-of-the-art 
technology to allow visitors to virtually 
roam through the exhibit, which 
explores traditional Tlingit laws, the 
consequences for breaking them, and 
the complex peace ceremonies that 
ended conflicts and restored balance.
      “This is not a flat environment 
where visitors simply click on images. 

You literally feel as if you are inside our 
exhibit space having an immersive 
experience,” said SHI President Rosita 
Worl. “I am astonished by how far this 
technology has come in a short period 
of time, and we anticipate doing more 
of these to expose people worldwide to 
Native cultures.”
      The site allows users to navigate by 
dragging on the screen or by clicking 
arrows. It includes icons that bring up 
detailed photos of the objects and 
unveil information on the pieces. The 
virtual exhibit, which was designed 
by SHI’s Kai Monture, is viewable on 
desktop and mobile devices.

Exhibits

“SHI has put together a 
top-notch exhibit on a complex topic 
and brought it to our living rooms.  

A real achievement. 
— Wayne Howell, Gustavus

ABOVE ORDNANCE FROM THE BOMBARDMENT OF KAKE, ALASKA, ON EXHIBIT. 
OPPOSITE TLINGIT ARMOR AS SEEN THROUGH SHI’S 3-D EXHIBIT.
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In 2020, the family of the late Tlingit 
traditional scholar and master storyteller 
Cyril George, Sr., gave a vast photo 
collection to SHI that documents 
seventy-five years of Alaska Native life 
and history. Most of the images were 
taken by Cyril, a prolific photographer 
for most of his life. The gift includes 
an estimated 4,000 images, and it is 
thought to be the largest collection of 
photographs made by a Tlingit person. 
      Also in 2020, the noted weaver Lily 
Hope donated a remarkable Chilkat 
mask, which she created as a nod to 
the pandemic using an ancient art 
practice in a new way. The piece, Chilkat 
Protector Mask, is a work of fine art that 
will go into the institute’s permanent 

collection and tell the story of the virus 
through the Native world view for 
many years to come.
      SHI also acquired a bentwood box 
made by Tlingit/Unangax artist Nicholas 
Galanin that challenges Native blood 
quantum rules (see page 44).  
      “The box represents a container for 
our culture, knowledge and customs 
that have weathered time and continue 
to be carried forward,” Galanin wrote. 
“Transformed into a kind of safe, the 
work insists on the value of cultural 
knowledge and practice. The sculpture 
bears the impulse to protect what is 
valuable and threatened through a 
colonial understanding of wealth as 
something restricted to a few.” 

Collections

THIS PAGE PHOTOS FROM THE CYRIL 
GEORGE COLLECTION DONATED TO SHI. 

BELOW PORTRAIT OF CYRIL GEORGE. 
OPPOSITE CHILKAT MASK BY LILY HOPE 

DONATED TO SHI IN 2020.
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In 2020, SHI won a federal grant to 
process and make available a large 
archives left by the late scholars Richard 
Xwaayeenák and Nora Keixwnéi 
Dauenhauer, who played a critical role in 
documenting Tlingit oral traditions.  
      The collection includes more than 
275 linear feet of documents, three 
boxes of journals, 18 boxes of media, 
and 89 boxes of books, which will be 
processed over two years and made 
available to the public.
      The Dauenhauers were some of the 
most beloved and important scholars 
of Tlingit history and oral traditions, 
and they were instrumental in 
developing the learning materials used 
by language students.
      SHI also acquired an important 

collection of books and research 
materials on the Northwest Coast, Sub-
Arctic, and Arctic culture areas. 
      The collection, which was largely 
donated to SHI by Dr. Herbert Maschner, 
a retired anthropologist and academic 
administrator, consists of more than 
1,600 volumes, including very rare books 
and reports and many first editions.
      In addition, the institute put 
digital photographs of more than 900 
ethnographic objects and detailed 
listings of 150 of its archival collections 
online in a new, state-of-the-art platform 
used by many institutions.
      SHI also sponsored more than 20 
lectures in 2020 on Native languages, 
art, and education and posted the 
content on its YouTube.

Research

OPPOSITE SHI’S COLLECTIONS MANAGER, 
EMILY PASTORE, GOING THROUGH A RESEARCH 
LIBRARY ACQUIRED BY SHI IN 2020.
THIS PAGE SHI SPONSORED MORE THAN 20 
LECTURES IN 2020 ON NATIVE LANGUAGES, 
ART, AND EDUCATION AND POSTED THE 
CONTENT ON ITS YOUTUBE
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ADVOCACY

Executive staff monitors and 
advocates on public policy issues and 
funding at the federal, state, and city 
government levels. Staff advocates 
on matters related to arts, culture, 
education, and funding. 
      In 2020, SHI sued certain clothing 
producers and retailers, alleging 
that they falsely affiliated garments 
produced and sold by them with Native 
artisans through its use of the term 
“Ravenstail” (Yéil Koowú) and unlawfully 
infringed the copyright of a famous 
Northwest Coast artist. 
      SHI also facilitated a historic 
meeting among clan Elders; other tribal 
members from Angoon, Kake, and 
Wrangell; and Alaska’s senior military 
leader to discuss bombardments on 
the three villages waged by the United 
States in 1869 and 1882.
      SHI also spearheaded 
consultations among Kake tribal 

members and traditional scholars to 
give a Tlingit name to a new species 
of thalattosaur, a marine reptile that 
lived more than 200 million years ago 
that was recently discovered. 
      Other major areas of advocacy 
included testifying in support of the 
federal Safeguard Tribal Objects of 
Patrimony (STOP) Act of 2019, which 
places an emphasis on facilitating 
the return of protected tribal 
cultural heritage items trafficked 
internationally; advocating against the 
sale of the Seattle National Archives, 
which houses thousands of historical 
documents and other artifacts of 
tribes in the Pacific Northwest and 
Alaska; and collaborating with the City 
and Borough of Juneau on culturally-
relevant wayfinding signs (opposite) 
throughout the city that incorporate 
Northwest Coast formline designs.
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In 2020, SHI took the unprecedented 
step of suing certain clothing producers 
and retailers, including Neiman Marcus, 
Alanui, MyTheresa, and Farfetch, 
alleging that they falsely affiliated 
garments produced and sold by them 
with Native artisans through its use of 
the term “Ravenstail” (Yéil Koowú)—
one of the great weaving traditions of 
the northern Northwest Coast Native 
tribes—and unlawfully infringed the 
copyright of the famous Northwest 
Coast artist Clarissa Rizal. 
      In the federal lawsuit, SHI demanded 
an injunction prohibiting the 
production, marketing, and sale of the 

piece, which was being offered as a 
“Ravenstail Knitted Coat” and selling for 
more than $2,500. 
      Additionally, the institute sought 
statutory, compensatory, punitive, and 
other damages in the lawsuit, which was 
settled in 2021. 
      This lawsuit represents a new step in 
the ongoing efforts of SHI to strengthen 
the recognition and protection of 
ancient art practices.  
      “It is important for our cultural 
survival that the sale of distinctive 
cultural products be done by, and 
supportive of, Native artists,” said SHI 
President Rosita Worl. 

Cultural Misappropriation

OPPOSITE “DISCOVERING THE ANGLES OF AN ELECTRIFIED HEART” BY CLARISSA RIZAL. THIS PAGE 
“RAVENSTAIL KNITTED COAT” SOLD BY NEIMAN MARCUS AND OTHER RETAILERS IN 2020.
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Clan Elders and other tribal members 
from Angoon, Kake, and Wrangell 
participated in a historic meeting in 
2020 with Alaska’s senior military leader 
to discuss bombardments on the three 
villages waged by the United States in 
1869 and 1882.
      Lt. Gen. Thomas A. Bussiere and 
his aides met with tribal members at 
Sealaska Heritage to discuss possible 
ways to reconcile and to heal.
      “What might be a path forward in 
opening the dialog with a purpose of 
healing and a deeper understanding?” 
Lt. Gen. Bussiere asked tribal members.
      The meeting was often emotional 
because the suffering of the ancestors 
still feels raw today, said some 
attendees. Representatives from 
Angoon said they grew up with the 

story of the bombardment by the 
U.S. Navy that destroyed their village, 
canoes, and winter food stores and led 
to terrible hardship that winter and in 
the years that followed.
       Members from all three communities 
said they saw the meeting as the 
beginning of a process that would 
lead to a reconciliation. They said they 
wanted any outreach to come from 
the branch of military that waged the 
bombardments. Although Lt. Gen. 
Bussiere could not speak for all of the 
branches that led the attacks, he said 
he felt confident that he could facilitate 
positive discussions.
      Tribal members also said they wanted 
any ceremonies held in connection with 
the bombardments to happen in the 
villages where the attacks occurred.

U.S. Bombardments of Villages

TRIBAL MEMBERS FROM ANGOON, KAKE, 
AND WRANGELL PARTICIPATING IN A 

MEETING WITH ALASKA’S SENIOR MILITARY 
LEADER ABOUT HISTORIC BOMBARDMENTS 

OF VILLAGES. OPPOSITE  JOE ZUBOFF OF 
ANGOON AND KEN GRANT OF HOONAH 

PUT A BLANKET ON LT. GEN. THOMAS 
A. BUSSIERE DURING A CEREMONIAL 

GREETING AT SEALASKA HERITAGE IN 2020.
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A new species of thalattosaur, a marine 
reptile that lived more than 200 million 
years ago and was recently discovered, 
was given a Tlingit name in 2020.
      The species was found near Kake in 
2011 by staff from the U.S. Forest Service 
and later identified by scientists at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks.       
      It was named Gunakadeit joseeae 
on the recommendation of a panel of 
traditional scholars and the approval of 
Tlingit Elders from Kake.
      Gunakadeit is a sea monster of Tlingit 
oral traditions that brings good fortune 
to those who see it.

      SHI traditional scholar Ruth Demmert      
talked to nearly forty Kake Elders, who 
uniformly agreed that the creature could 
be named Gunakadeit. 
      Demmert further reported that the 
Elders were quite pleased with this 
consideration and the recognition of 
Tlingit oral traditions.
      The last part of the whole name— 
Gunakadeit joseeae—was named 
for Joseé Michelle DeWaelheyns, 
the mother of Gene Primaky, who 
discovered the remains.
      It’s thought to be the first time a 
Tlingit name has been given to a fossil.

A Tlingit Name for an Ancient Species

OPPOSITE “GUNAKADEIT” BY ROBERT MILLS. THIS PAGE EXCAVATION SITE OF THE FOSSIL. 
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All areas of advocacy in 2020 included: 

• Fundraising to complete 
construction of the Arts Campus and 
oversight of project 

• Filing of a lawsuit challenging  
retailers’ use of the word “Ravenstail” 
on a shawl 

• Continued support of the Safeguard 
Tribal Objects of Patrimony (STOP) 
Act, S. 2165 

• Legislation on initiatives regarding 
historical trauma 

• Supplemental Native education 
funding due to the impacts of 
COVID 

• Pandemic response: Closure of 
schools and Alaska Native education 
and virtual programming, other 
supplemental programs 

• Funding through the CARES Act 
stimulus proposal 

• Development of virtual exhibits, 
archives, and cultural orientations

• Advocated against the sale of the 
Seattle National Archives 

All Areas of Advocacy

• Development of virtual lectures, 
trainings, and workshops  

• Facilitation of meeting among 
Native village representatives and 
Alaska’s top military commander 
about historic bombardments 

• Amendment of the Alaska Native 
Claims Settlement Act to restore 
Alaska Native subsistence rights 

• Restoration of Native place names 
and subsistence access to Glacier 
Bay National Park and Preserve 
geographic sites  

• Amendment of federal and state 
legislation to include arts and crafts 
as eligible for training programs 

• Enforcement of the Indian Arts and 
Crafts Act to protect Indigenous 
intellectual property 

• Support for funding through the 
National Endowment for the Arts, 
National Education Association, and 
the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services 

• Protection of the Alaska Native 
Education Program priority for 
Native entities 

• Funding to install Kootéeya Deiyi 
(Totem Pole Trail) in Juneau 

• Amendment of the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act and Migratory Bird 
Act to protect Native artists who use 
traditional materials 

• Amendment of bans on ivory sales 
to protect Alaska Native artists 
who use traditional materials from 
species that are not endangered 

• Protection of cultural objects and 
prohibition on the export of sacred 
objects 

• Federal measure to give a tax credit 
to people who return sacred objects 
to Native people 

• Support for a City and Borough 
of Juneau ordinance on systemic 
racism 

• Funding from the City and Borough 
of Juneau for the Sealaska Heritage 
Arts Campus 

• Collaboration with the City and 
Borough of Juneau on cultural 
wayfinding signs
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COMMUNITIES SERVED

Sealaska Heritage is based in Juneau 
and offers programming to people in 
Alaska, Canada, and the Lower 48. In 
2020, SHI served 51,400 people from 
36 communities.
     In 2020, SHI greatly expanded 
its virtual reach. Prior to the 
pandemic, almost all of the institute’s 
programming was offered in-person. 
     With the onset of the virus in 
March, staff pivoted and made all 
programming deliverable online. 
     Of the 51,400 people served, 
6,726 participated in in-person 
programming and the rest, 44,674, 
particpated online. Meaning, 87 
percent of SHI’s programming was 
received virtually in 2020.

     In addition to the communities 
represented on the map, SHI 
delivered programming to people 
in other regions of Alaska, including 
Anchorage, Bering Strait, Bethel, 
Fairbanks, Kenai, Kodiak, Lower 
Kuskokwim, Nome, and Utqiagvik.
     SHI also delivered programming to 
people in the Lower 48 and Canada, 
including residents of Arizona, 
California, Chicago, Florida, Hawaii, 
Northwest Territory, Oregon, Texas, 
Virginia, Washington, Whitehorse, and 
the Yukon.
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OPPOSITE A CHILD DANCING AT CELEBRATION.

SUPPORT

Over the years, we at Sealaska 
Heritage have been humbled by the 
extraordinary generosity of those who 
have donated funds of all sizes, art for 
auctions, and time to us. 
      We could not carry out our mission 
to perpetuate Tlingit, Haida, and 
Tsimshian cultures without you. 
      You have also been integral in 
helping us to achieve our goals to 
promote cultural diversity and cross-
cultural understanding.
      In 2020, we were in the early stages 
of fundraising for our Sealaska Heritage 
Arts Campus when the pandemic hit. 
      The virus caused financial chaos 
in all sectors, throwing doubt as to 
whether we would break ground on 
the project in 2020 as planned.
      Again, we were humbled by the 
donors who came through and 

allowed us to break ground in August 
of that year with 70-percent of funds 
in hand.
      The City and Borough of Juneau, 
in the midst of fiscal uncertainty, 
unanimously voted to invest $1.5 
million in the campus. We knew going 
in, that was a big ask, but they came 
through because they believe in the 
vision and the long-term benefit to the 
community and beyond.
      Despite the pandemic, we saw a 
63 percent increase in new donors in 
2020 from the previous year, and 53 
percent of contributions came from 
new donors.
      This is all to say thank you. Thank 
you for believing in us, in our mission, 
and for being such an important part of 
what we do. 
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Sealaska Heritage is a regional Native 
nonprofit 501(c)(3) and relies on public 
funds and private donations to provide 
programs for the Tlingit, Haida, and 
Tsimshian and the public. 
      In 2020, Sealaska contributed $1.9 
million in cash and in-kind services to 
support SHI’s operations and $1 million 
to support development of the Sealaska 
Heritage Arts Campus. Using Sealaska’s 
cash and in-kind donations as leverage, 
SHI raised an additional $10.7 million in 
grants, revenue, and sales and $2 million 

in funding for the arts campus,  bringing 
the total amount raised for the project to 
$13 million. 
      The donations and grants funded SHI 
programs, which were sponsored in 36 
communities in and outside of Alaska, 
and reached a total of 51,400 people. 
      SHI provided income opportunities 
to more than 323 people, including 
61 employees (55 percent Sealaska 
shareholders or spouses), 186 contractors 
(62 percent Sealaska shareholders or 
spouses), and 76 artists. 

Financial Year in Review

OPPOSITE SEALASKA BUILDING HEADQUARTERED IN JUNEAU, ALASKA. ABOVE SEALASKA CHAIR 
JOE NELSON AND PRESIDENT AND CEO ANTHONY MALLOTT.
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Revenues and Support
       Contributions and Grants
       Sales, Dues and Fees
       Total Investment Income/(Loss)
Net Assets Released from Restrictions
              Total Revenue and Support and
                     Net Assets Released from Restrictions

Expenses
       Program Services
       Support Services
              Management and General
              Resource Development
              Total Expenses

Loss from Environmental Clean-up 

      Total Expenses and Losses

Change in Net Assets

Net Assets, Beginning of Year
       
Net Assets, End of Year
       

Unrestricted

12,018,978
331,603 

65,543
3,238,911

15,655,035

10,661,444

1,604,241
278,563

12,544,248

295,437 

12,839,685

2,815,350

28,279,950

31,095,300

Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 2020 
(Summary Financial Statement—compiled from audited report)

2020

Temporarily
restricted

5,119,330 
0

11,936
(3,238,911)

1,892,355
 
 
0

0
0

0

1,892,355

3,774,242

5,666,597

Permanently
restricted

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
 

 

0

0

191,000

191,000

Total

17,138,308
331,603
77,479

0

17,547,390

10,661,444

1,604,241
278,563

12,544,248

295,437

12,839,685

4,707,705

32,245,192

36,952,897
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2020 Donors

Sealaska Heritage Institute is a 
nonprofit organization and relies on 
public funds and private donations 
to provide programs for the Tlingit, 
Haida, and Tsimshian and the 
general public. 
      For forty years, SHI has been 
committed to accountability and 
transparency while stewarding Tlingit, 
Haida, and Tsimshian cultures and 

serving as a catalyst for our future. 
      We follow best practices in 
governance, donor relations, and 
programming activities to fulfill our 
mission. The institute is a 501(c)(3) 
organization and all contributions are 
tax deductible. 
      SHI gratefully acknowledges our 
2020 donors and grantors:

Over $1,000,000
• Sealaska • U.S. Department of Education

$10,000–$24,999
• Annie Calkins and Dave Hunsaker
• Anonymous
• Museums Alaska

• National Endowment for the Arts
• National Science Foundation
• Sealaska Shareholder Voting  

     Incentives 

$100,000–$999,000
• BP America
• City and Borough of Juneau
• Institute of Museum and Library 

     Services
• Margaret A. Cargill Foundation

$25,000–$99,999
• Anthony and Amanda Mallott
• Byron and Antoinette Mallott
• Dawn Dinwoodie and Rod Worl

• National Endowment for the  
     Humanities

• U.S. Department of the Interior,  
     National Park Service

• Norwegian Cruise Lines  
     Corporation Ltd.

• U.S. Department of Health and 
     Human Services

$5,000–$9,999
• Alaska State Council on the Arts
• Curtis McQueen
• Juneau Arts and Humanities  

     Council
• Juneau Community Foundation
• Pat Tynan and Rick Harris
• Rasmuson Foundation
• Robert and Rita Moore

• Rural Alaska Community Action  
     Program, Inc. 

• State of Alaska
• The Frances and David Rose  

     Foundation
• University of Alaska Southeast
• William Corbus

$2,500–$4,999
• Carla Kleefeld
• Carolyn Kleefeld

• Wostmann & Associates, Inc.
• Yak Timber Inc.

$1,000–$2,499
• Afognak Native Corporation
• Alexander Kramarczuk
• Carlson Family Trust
• Chuck Smythe
• Dahlberg Design
• Dawson Construction, Inc.
• Glacier Bay Animation
• HOTGLAA, LLC. and Trickster  

     Company
• Juneau Tlingit and Haida  

     Community Council

• Lance and Mariah Twitchell
• Mikko Wilson
• Rosita Worl
• Samuella Samaniego
• Select Physical Therapy
• Simpson, Tillinghast, & Sorensen
• Southeast Alaska Regional Health  

     Consortium
• Susan Bell and Bob Koenitzer
• Suzi Jones

$500–$999
• Alaska Club
• Louise and Lee Kadinger
• Kathy Dye and Brad Fluetsch
• Network for Good (Facebook)
• Bobbie Meszaros

• John Dexter
• Amy and Stan Lujan
• Jaeleen Kookesh
• Jennifer Canfield
• Kathryn Bunn-Marcuse
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$250–$499
• Andrea Story
• Barbara Pastorino
• Benjamin Mallott
• Bruce Kato
• Crystal Worl
• Cynthia Smith
• Dabney VanLiere
• Daniel Monteith
• Eric R. Svensson
• Jeane Breinig
• Jeff Kunkel
• Jessica Rhodes
• John Gubatayao
• Joseph Ross
• Kaylin Anderson
• Kristy Dillingham
• Lee Wallace

$500–$999 (continued)
• Laury Scandling
• Marshall & Lois Lind
• Rachael Demarce and Geoffrey  

     Bacon
• Ruth Winkelman Wender  

     Foundation Inc.

• Seth Hunt
• Spencer Smith
• Stephen Langdon
• Teresa Schimanski
• Thomas Thornton

• Lisa and Ricardo Worl
• Lori Grassgreen
• Lori Martin
• Maria Williams
• Michael Hagen
• Molly Yerkes
• Nancy Barnes
• Nobu Koch
• Norval and Barbara Nelson
• Pamela and Alan Mintz
• Robi Erickson
• Shgen George
• Steven Sahlender
• Susan Edwardson
• Susan Hargis
• Tideway Creative

Up to $249
• Alan Burk
• Alan Ding
• Alexandria Kirsch
• Alexis Williams
• Alicia Maryott
• Alison Bremner
• Alison Riley-Duncan
• Almadalia Castaneda-Felipe

• Ameerah Bader
• Amoreena Vera
• Andrew Strobel
• Andrew Thoms
• Angela Cruz
• Angela Harkins
• Ann Gifford
• Annemarie Hasskamp
• Anthony Harding

• Anthony Imoden
• Asa-Rowan Kearns
• Ashlynn Emanoff
• Aurele and Bill Legere
• Averyl Veliz
• Barb Franks
• Barbara Dude
• Barbara Fleek
• Beth Weigel
• Bonnie Kreitler
• Bonnie Shanley
• Brandon Castle
• Brian Jackson
• Brian Wallace
• Britt Tonnessen
• Bryan Lovett
• Caitlin Woosley
• Caleb and Shayla Kitson
• Carlos Diaz
• Carmaleeda Estrada
• Catherine Ducasse
• Catrina and Duff Mitchell
• Chandra Hampson
• Charis Erhardt
• Charities Aid Foundation of  

     America C/O Cyber Grants
• Charles Curtis
• Charles Orr
• Charles Reynolds
• Cheryl Mendiola
• Chris Green
• Christine and Charles Horan
• Christine Woll
• Christopher Russell
• Claire Delbecq
• Clifford Benzel
• Colleen Gardner

• Crystal Cudworth
• Crystal Liu
• Dain Hungelmann
• Daniel Cornwall
• Darrel Verney
• Dave Klein
• David Edmunds
• David Honsberger
• David Sheakley-Early
• David Stallings
• Deborah McLavey
• Denali Advisors, LLC
• Derek Dzinich
• Donna Tennison
• DonnaRae James
• Eldri Westmoreland
• Elizabeth Baty
• Elizabeth Medicine Crow
• Emily Becker
• Ernestine Grimm
• Ethel Lund
• Filipino Community, Inc.
• Fred Meyer Community Rewards  

     Program
• Gabriel Florendo
• Gabrielle Vance
• Gail Charlton
• Gary Zepp
• Georgianna Foruria
• Glacial Naturals
• Glacier Bay Cottage
• Goldstein Imrovement Company
• Grabriel Antuna-Rivera
• Grace Lee
• H. Bruce Johnson
• Haley Nelson
• Haley Widness
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• Hannah Lager
• Harriet Silva
• Heather Evoy
• Heather McClain
• Hilary Martin
• Irma Hutchinson
• Isabella Haywood
• Janet Rodriquez
• Janine Wilkinson
• Jeanette McBride
• Jeanne Stickel
• Jennifer LaRoe
• Jennifer Treadway
• Jennifer Wyld
• Jeremy Wheeler
• Jerry Brower
• Jessalynn Rintala
• Jesse Kiehl
• Jessica Bornn
• Jessica Hahnlen
• Jessica Peredo
• Jewelry by Kailey
• Jill Meserve
• Jilliene Bolker
• Jodi Watts
• Joe Nelson
• Joey Tillson
• Johanna Mitchell
• John Krapek
• John S. Sonin
• Jon Frey
• Jonathan Hopkins
• Jose Luis Castaneda-Felipe
• Judith Ramos
• Juneau Composts
• Kai Monture
• Kaila Cogdill

• Kalee Melton
• Kalino Iha
• Karen Keiner
• Karen Mitchell
• Karen Taug
• Kari Groven
• Karli Brakes
• Kasi Farrar
• Katharine Heumann
• Kathleen Marie Starr
• Kathleen Walsh
• Kathleen Willard
• Katie Sparks
• Kayla Tripp
• Kelly Kay
• Kelly Tannenbaum
• Kierke Kussart
• Kimi Boal
• Kristina Paulick
• Kristyn Bernaldo
• Larissa Kramer
• Laurel Stark
• Leadonna Castillo
• Leah Bennett
• Lily and Ishmael Hope
• Linda Benson
• Lourdes Navarro
• Marc Wheeler
• Marcella Asicksik
• Maressa Jensen
• Maria Bailey
• Marry Knutsen
• Mary and Chris McNeil
• Mary Edenshaw
• Matt Carle
• Matt Prescott
• Matthew Berretta

• Mckenna Hunt
• Melinda Cavanaugh
• Melissa Kookesh
• Melissa Kramer
• Michael Nelson
• Michael Stark and M.J. Grande
• Michele Metz
• Michelle Sparck
• Mikayla Mitchell
• Misty Guerrero
• Mitchell Cabrigas
• Nancy DeCherney
• Natalee Rothaus and Mike Stanley
• Natasha Phillips
• Nathan and Dorica Jackson
• Natural Healthcare
• Neffie Ketah-Roxas
• Nelson Turek
• Nichole Sargent
• Nicole Anderson
• Noora Parish
• Patricia Everson
• Patricia McGraw
• Patricia Mills
• Patrick Millard
• Patrick Race
• Patrick Shanley
• Peggy R Vale
• Peter Flynn
• Phyllis Carlson
• Rachel Tiffer
• Rainer Behnert
• Randi Grassgreen
• Randy Tirazona
• Randy Wanamaker
• Ray Murray Jr.
• Rebecca Burrous

• Rebecca Hsieh
• Renee Peck
• Rhonda Shumway-Luna
• Richard Jones
• Rico Demientieff-Worl
• Robert and Sandra Edwardson
• Robert Araujo
• Robert Postma
• Robert Schladale
• Robert Wild
• Roberta Gulledge
• Robin DeAlva
• Rogelio Shapland-Murray
• Roy Gustafson
• RP Goldenberg
• Russell King
• Ryan Dorsey
• Sabian Castillo
• Sally Smith
• Sandy Samaniego
• Sarah Eeles
• Scott and Briana Donahue-Martens
• Sebastien Clermont
• Semona Lundy
• Sharon Seim
• Shawn Freitas
• Sheli DeLaney
• Shelley Toon
• Shireen Taintor
• Shirley Waipa
• Spencer Lamkin
• Stephen Henrickson
• Stephen Suewing
• Steven Kidwell
• Strategic Prevention Solutions
• Supanika Ackerman
• Susan Clark
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2020 Donors of Objects and Materials

Sealaska Heritage Institute collects and 
preserves materials that document the 
history, culture, heritage, and language 
of the Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian 
people, and we make these materials 
available to the public for educational 
and research purposes. 
      Materials collected by the 
institute include books, manuscript 
papers (such as personal diaries, 
correspondence, meeting minutes), 
photographs, audio and visual 

recordings, and ethnographical and 
art objects. 
      Our collections also serve as a 
repository on behalf of clans and tribes 
for cultural objects repatriated under 
the Native American Graves Protection 
and Repatriation Act. 
      SHI gratefully acknowledges the 
following people and organizations 
that donated pieces to our collections 
in 2020: 

• Suzanne Sauerteig
• Tammie Hanson
• Theodore A Wright
• Tiffany Foss
• Timi C. Tullis
• Todd Antioquia and Brendan  

     Sullivan
• Tongass Federal Credit Union
• Toni Garcia

• Tonia Osborne
• Torvald Knudson
• Tristan Knutson-Lombardo
• Tyler Frisby
• Vera Bedard
• William and Consuelo Parham
• Zachary Jones
• Zakk Smith

• Alice Taff 
• Bob Koenitzer
• Brian Wallace
• Chris Anderson
• David See
• Dennis Demmert
• E. James Dixon 
• Elaine Carrick
• Family of Cyril George

• Jeffry Silverman
• Kathryn Ghatalia
• Kevin Akin
• Lily Hope
• Peter Metcalfe
• Rick Verlinda
• Rosemary Tinacci
• Will Geiger

OPPOSITE FROG BUTTON BLANKET THOUGHT TO DATE TO THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY. THE 
BLANKET WAS OWNED BY THE LATE ETHEL KILEY, WHO WAS BORN IN KLUKWAN AND MAY HAVE 
BEEN A TLINGIT RAVEN OF THE GAANAXTEIDÍ CLAN, WHICH USES A FROG CREST. THE BLANKET 
WAS GIVEN TO THE INSTITUTE IN 2020 BY HER GRANDSON, RICK VERLINDA, WHO CHOSE SHI 
BECAUSE IT CAN CARE FOR THE PIECE IN A CLIMATE-CONTROLLED, STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITY 
AND MAKE IT AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC FOR STUDY.
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LEFT PAUL MARKS AND KEN GRANT, COUNCIL 
OF TRADITIONAL SCHOLARS MEMBERS. 
BELOW NATIVE ARTIST COMMITTEE MEMBER 
DELORES CHURCHILL WITH ARTISTS TJ YOUNG 
AND JACKSON POLYS.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES. FROM LEFT LEE WALLACE; MARIA WILLIAMS; BARBARA CADIENTE-
NELSON; NATHAN MCCOWAN; MARLENE JOHNSON, CHAIR; JEANE BREINIG; JOE NELSON 
(EX OFFICIO); MIKE MILLER; AND SHGEN GEORGE. ALBERT KOOKESH, VICE-CHAIR (NOT 
PICTURED), ALSO SERVES ON THE BOARD. 

Boards and Committees

Board of Trustees
• Marlene Johnson, Chair
• Albert Kookesh, Vice-Chair
• Jeane Breinig 
• Barbara Cadiente-Nelson
• Shgen George
• Nathan McCowan
• Mike Miller
• Joe Nelson (ex officio)
• Lee Wallace
• Maria Williams 

Council of Traditional Scholars
• Kaaxkaatuklagé Ken Grant, Chair
• Kaanák Ruth Demmert
• Gaxdaakashú Joe Hotch
• Kingeestí David Katzeek
• Kinkawduneek Paul Marks
• Katsati Jim Thomas
• Naatsk’i Éesh Ted Valle
• Yeilnaawú Joe Zuboff 

Native Artist Committee
• Delores Churchill, Ph.D.
• John C. Hudson III
• Preston Singletary
• X’unei Lance Twitchell, Ph.D.
• Crystal Worl
• Steve Brown (Honorary)
• Nicholas Galanin (Honorary)
• Nathan Jackson (Honorary)
• Da-ka-xeen Mehner (Honorary)
 
Southeast Regional Language 
Committee
• Kaanák Ruth Demmert
• Huk Tgini’its’ga Xsgiik Gavin Hudson
• X’unei Lance Twitchell, Ph.D.
• K’uyáang Benjamin Young

Development Committee
• Nathan McCowan, Chair
• Jeane Breinig
• Marlene Johnson (ex-officio) 
• Barbara Cadiente-Nelson
• Maria Williams 
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Staff

• Kaylin Anderson, Human Resources    
          & Administrative Director
• Nicole Anderson, Project Manager
• Mason Auger, Ph.D., Research Associate
• Nancy Barnes, Project Coordinator
• Lyndsey Brollini, Media Specialist
• Phyllis Carlson, Education Program  

   Manager
• Rachael Carlson, Project Assistant
• Summer Christiansen, Senior Education  

   Administrative Assistant
• Kaila Cogdill, Ph.D., Exhibits Curator
• Celia Denton, Community Coordinator
• Kristy Dillingham, Education Director
• Ralphenia Dybdahl, Executive Assistant
• Kathy Dye, Media & Publications  

   Deputy Director
• Susie Edwardson, Project Coordinator
• AnnMarie Ellison, Assistant Retail  

   Manager
• Robi Erickson, Senior Grant Writer
• Carmaleeda Estrada, Operations Officer
• Selina Finley, Art Project Coordinator
• Amy Fletcher, Media & Publications  

   Director
• William Geiger, Research Specialist
• Regina Gradias, Community Coordinator
• Donald Gregory, Facilities & Special
          Projects Coordinator
• Kari Groven, Art Director
• Tammie Hanson, Retail Director
• Anna Hitchcock, Administrative Assistant
• Katrina Hotch, Art Program Manager 
• Rebecca Hsieh, Early Childhood Specialist

• Lee Kadinger, Chief of Operations
• Russell King, Project Manager
• Nobu Koch, Publications Specialist 
• Jackie Kookesh, Conference Planning 
          Coordinator
• Ben Kriegmont, STEAM Project Manager
• Flordelino Lagundino, Project Coordinator
• Jen LaRoe, Art Education Program
          Manager
• Jeff Leer, Ph.D., Linguist
• Lori Martin, Human Resources & 
          Administrative Assistant
• Jill Meserve, Program Manager
• Bobbie Meszaros, Development Officer
• Kai Monture, Media Technical Specialist
• Tess Olympia, Program Manager
• Tonia Osborne, STEAM Project 
          Coordinator
• Emily Pastore, Collections Manager
• Kristina Paulick, Finance Associate
• Natasha Phillips, Project Coordinator 
• David Sheakley-Early, Project Manager
• Rochelle Smallwood, Project Coordinator
• Chuck Smythe, Ph.D., History & 
          Culture Director 
• Rebecca Soza, Project Manager
• Kathy Starr, Receptionist
• Leah Urbanski, Project Assistant
• Steve Villano, Project Coordinator
• Ricardo Worl, Marketing & Development 
          Director
• Rosita Kaaháni Worl, Ph.D., President 
• Linda Wynne, Processing Archivist
• Jay Zeller, Project Coordinator
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OPPOSITE KINGEISTÍ, DAVID KATZEEK.

THOSE WHO HAVE
GONE BEFORE US

In 2020, Kingeistí, David Katzeek 
— clan leader of the Shangukeidí, 
the founding president of Sealaska 
Heritage, and former member of 
the Sealaska board of directors — 
unexpectedly Walked into the Forest.
     Kingeistí was a mentor, a gifted 
teacher, and a guiding light who grew 
up immersed in his Tlingit culture.
     “Time and time again we called on 
David for his guidance, strength, and 
wisdom. We could always count on his 
words to bring us balance,” said Ricardo 
Worl, clan nephew of Kingeistí. 
     “David’s passing leaves us with an 
unimaginable void for our culture 
and traditional leadership, but we 
can take much comfort in knowing 
that he passed on all the knowledge 
he could in his lifetime. Children and 
young people were precious to him, 
and he never missed an opportunity to 
engage with them.“
     We also lost the great Tlingit leader, 
civil servant, and orator Byron Mallott 
Dux da neik, K’oo del ta’, the clan leader 
of the Kwaashk’i Kwáan.

     It’s difficult to express how important 
Byron was to the Native community. 
He was larger than life. His Tlingit name 
means “a person who would lead us 
into the future.” 
     Byron was indeed a noble person 
who led us into a new era, fighting for 
our aboriginal land claim rights and 
leading Sealaska in implementing the 
largest land claims settlement in Native 
American history.
     He was a traditional and respected 
clan leader and warrior; a political 
leader at the community, regional, 
state, and national levels; and Alaska’s 
first Native lieutenant governor. 
     We also said goodbye our dear friend 
Bill Holm. His groundbreaking study of 
Northwest Coast art, and particularly 
his landmark book — Northwest Coast 
Indian Art: An analysis of form — gave us 
insights into and an understanding of 
the complexities of the art form. 
     First released in 1965, it is still a 
must-have resource for students of 
formline design.

     



OPPOSITE  THE GREAT TLINGIT LEADER, CIVIL SERVANT, AND ORATOR BYRON MALLOTT 
DUX DA NEIK, K’OO DEL TA’, CLAN LEADER OF THE KWAASHK’I KWÁAN. ABOVE BILL 
HOLM BEING RECOGNIZED FOR HIS LIFE’S WORK AT THE GRAND OPENING OF SHI’S 
WALTER SOBOLEFF BUILDING IN 2015.



ABOUT THIS BOOKLET

Sealaska Heritage is a nonprofit 
organization, and it is important to us 
that we spend grants and donations 
wisely. This annual report tells our 
story for 2020, and copies are kept 
in our archives for researchers, given 
to donors and grantors, and sent to 
individuals upon request. 
      To limit the cost of these 
publications, the contents are written 
and compiled in-house, and the 
booklets are designed by our media 
staff. Most of the photographs are also 
taken by staff. 

      SHI uses an on-demand, U.S.-based 
printer that, while limited in the scope 
of paper options available, allows us 
to keep the cost per unit for a color 
publication substantially lower than 
other printers. 
      SHI also uses graphics acquired 
through programs to avoid 
contracting for art, which can add a 
considerable cost to annual reports. 
      We hope you enjoy reading about 
our highlights in 2020 and know that 
we have produced this booklet while 
keeping costs as low as possible.
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